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Abstract 

Electrochemical treatment of cancerous tumors is a minimally invasive, versatile and relatively 

safe technology in which the direct electric current is changed to destructive reaction products by 

electrochemical reactions at electrode surfaces. It is believed that extreme cathodic and anodic pH 

fronts are the major causes of tumor necrosis. In this context, due to complexity of the system and 

the fact that in vivo visualization of process is extremely difficult and costly, in-silico modeling 

plays a vital role. General and reliable mathematical models can act as powerful tools to not only 

standardize the therapy but also provide reliable dosage plans and individualize the treatment for 

different cases. In this study, we present a two dimensional mathematical model of the 

electrochemical processes during EChT to elucidate the role of pH, electric field and calculate 

solutes' speciation. Firstly, cancerous tumor tissue was treated as a bicarbonate buffer system but 

later refined by adding the buffer capacity ofproteins, organic phosphates and the effect ofchlorine 

bleaching near anode. The effects of different buffer systems, total current densities on the mass 

transport and electric field were carefully investigated. The models are capable of describing the 

generally observed behavior of the electrochemical reactions at electrode surfaces, variation of 

ionic species concentrations and electrolyte current density distribution during the treatment. 

Numerical simulations also revealed the role of different buffer systems present inside the tissue 

and how they can attenuate the spreading of destruction zones. In addition, results showed that in 

low currents pH front tracking varies with t1'0.5 while scales linearly the time in higher currents. 

This new modeling approach, can pave the way to study the influence of key parameters and 

conditions on the EChT output in any two dimensional EChT electrode configuration. Results 

clearly indicate that the model can be used to predict the lesion zones around each electrode and 

as a tool for dosage planning. 
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1 Introduction 

Synergistic effects of combining different energies such as electric, magnetic, acoustic, etc. in 

biomedical field has been extensively explored in the last thirty-five years. Some notable examples 

are electrochemical, radiofrequency, magnetic resonance and hyperthermia treatments, among 

many other techniques [ 1] . Some of the foremost examples of which the electrical energy has been 

combined with conventional cancer treatments are irreversible electroporation (IRE) [2] , gene 

electro transfer (GET) [3] and electrochemical treatment of tumors (EChT) [ 4]. Electroporation 

utilizes electric energy to potentiate the diffusion of the chemotherapeutic agents to the cell, which 

are normally not easily diffusible, and thus reduces the usage of drugs . In non-viral gene electro 

transfer systems, the electric field is exploited to deliver the DNA to cells due to increased cell 

permeability and migration in the electric filed. Electricity based local therapy approaches may 

use both alternating or direct currents. For instant, alternating current was utilized to inhibit growth 

of glioblastoma [5] and prostate cancer cells [6]. The main drawback of using high alternating 

voltages is the creation of hot spots due to significance increase in local heating. There are two 

types of direct electric current applications for local therapies: (1) Interval-based methods that use 

pulsed high voltage patterns to induce irreversible pores on the cell membranes [7, 8]. (2) 

Continuous methods that operate with low voltages ( < 15 V) and their killing capacity is based on 

electrochemical reaction events [9, 10]. Electrochemical therapy (EChT) is an ablation technique 

possessing advantage over other techniques due to no drugs usage, minimal invasive and minimal 

side effects. In EChT, continuous direct electric current is applied through two or more electrodes 

inserted locally in the tumor or in its close vicinity, with the objective to produce chemical changes 

in tumors [4]. Specifically, electrochemical treatment of tumors uses electrolysis to create acidic 

and alkaline zones around anodic and cathodic implant electrodes that contribute to tissue necrosis 
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[ 11]. Although EChT is not a new discovery, the interest in its usage and development has been 

increased extraordinarily over the past few years . This is mainly because EChT is believed to offer 

relatively high efficiency, flexibility, minimal side effects and versatility over the conventional 

tumor treatment methods. 

The interest in focal treatments ( e.g. EChT) has increased because of increased concerns of 

unwelcoming side effects of radical and invasive treatments. Overtreatment of the low risk cases 

that imposed many adverse effects on the quality of life of patients made local treatments more 

welcoming than before [12]. In electricity based approaches, a pioneer successful study by 

Nordenstrom, using the direct current (DC) for treating lung cancers [13] significantly increased 

the usage of EChT by other researchers. Extending to this research, several other researchers 

conducted studies on different animals . Chou et al. [14], inserted platinum wires at tumor bases of 

a female 157 C3H/HeJ mice and 34 female Fisher 344 rats. Ren et al. [15], used DC electric current 

with platinum electrodes to treat breast tumors in MCF-7 rats . Li et al.[ 16], using dog liver stated 

that chemical alterations around the anode a pH of 2 and cathode a pH of 12 in treated tumors. 

Von Euler et al [17] applied doses of 5,10 and 90 C using a two-electrode configuration in the 

Beagle dogs liver and in Sprague-Dawley rats liver. Their studies added new dimensions to what 

has existed, like inserting multiple and alternating sequence of cathodes and anodes, varying the 

electrode placements and analyzing the pH changes at different columbic dosages. These additions 

significantly increased the tumor destruction rate and decreased the damage to the healthy tissue 

during EChT. However, the lack of basic preclinical trials is the main reason that EChT has not 

been widely accepted despite the fact that more than four thousand tumor cases have been recorded 

and treated in China during the period 1987-1992 [18]. The most common tumors treated with the 
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EChT was the lung cancers (around six hundred cases) with the short term (1 year) total 

effectiveness (complete response+ partial response) of 71.8%. 

According to several studies, efficacy, complexity, robustness and adaptability of the EChT can 

notably vary with electrode configurations and applied electric voltage. Chou et al. [14] found that 

effectiveness is dependent on electrode placement (either perpendicular or parallel to the body) 

and dosage usage (4-20 C). Ren et al. [15] placed the electrodes parallel to the tumor base and 

perpendicular to the axis of the body. He concluded that the changes in electrode spacing does not 

affect the tumor necrosis within the same dosage. Mikhailovskaya et al. [19] had electrodes 

positioned vertical or horizontal to the tumor base and concluded that the increase in current 

density is associated to the increase in the efficacy of tumor necrosis. All clinical studies discussed 

above show the different points of views with respect to the number of electrodes, electrode 

configuration, using direct or alternating current, intensity of the applied voltages and treatment 

duration through experimental assays . 

In the early clinical studies, it was widely believed that spacing and the electric dosage are the only 

main key parameters controlling the destruction mechanisms of tumors but later experimental and 

basic in-silico modeling studies elucidated that the pH changes can be the main EChT antitumor 

mechanism. Numerous and different studies on electrochemical treatments [16], protein electro

denaturation fronts [20], gene electrotransfer [3, 20], needle-tract seeding [21] and pH front 

tracking in EChT treatment [22] have reported the same mechanism of action during treatments . 

There are also some basic mathematical models developed by Nilsson et al.[23], Avromov Ivie et 

al. [24] and Tello et al. [25] to further elucidate the underlying mechanisms of actions of EChT. 

Nilsson et al pioneered EChT in-silico modeling through a series ofpapers [23 , 26-28, 4]. Nilsson' s 

models only considered one electrode and treated the tissue matrix as an aqueous saline ( NaCl ) 
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solution of a given ionic concentration similar to that present in normal tissues (0.16 M of NaCl) 

[27]. They further introduced the buffer capacity of the plasmid, extracellular fluid and tissue in a 

series of successive papers. They described in one dimension (for the anode and the cathode 

separately) the basic electrochemical reactions involved at the electrodes and the space-temporal 

transport of the main ionic species. 

Promising results and higher response rates of patients who were treated with EChT in china 

compared to conventional treatments, has increased the popularity ofthis method. Nowadays, there 

are several clinics across the Europe that use this approach as an alternative to treat superficial and 

non-superficial cancers. For example, recently, tumor growth rates, and blood levels of prostate 

specific antigen (PSA) were controlled by EChT in patients with localized prostate cancer by 

means of EChT [29]. Nevertheless, lack of systematic and comprehensive studies tempers EChT 

from standardization and being widely accepted method. Computational studies not only can lead 

to better understanding of the physicochemical reactions and transport processes but also can be 

utilized to further optimize the process and individualize the treatment procedure. Over the past 

few years EChT has been an active research area. In this paper, we introduce two different 

numerical models of EChT, the partially buffered and buffered models, both based on transport 

equations of ionic species in dilute solutions. We solved the models for a configuration of parallel 

positive and negative straight needle electrodes inside the tumor tissue. (One of the most common 

configuration in the in-vivo studies). Finally, we compared the simulation results of the partially 

buffered models with those obtained from the buffered models. 
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2 Physicochemical background 

Biological tissue is composed of disconnected cellular phase and continuous extracellular fluid . 

Meticulous observations in experimental assays confirmed that on applying current to a tissue, 

electroosmotic flow is the dominant mechanism of the transport. i.e. the diffusible ions present in 

the extracellular fluid carry the charges by diffusion, migration and convection mechanisms. The 

transport of ions gives rise to concentration gradients during electrolysis that can impose a 

concentration gradient across the cell membranes and affect the intracellular electrolyte 

composition [30]. However, the nature of this phenomenon is poorly understood and will not be 

taken into account in this study. 

The most important electrochemical reactions occur at anode surface are oxygen and chlorine gas 

evolution reactions. The former results in production of oxygen gas and hydrogen ions and the 

latter in chlorine gas production (reactions (1) and (2)) . On the other side, hydrogen evolution 

reaction occurs at cathode surface that results in hydrogen gas and hydroxides ions production 

(reaction. (3)) . Gaseous products of electrochemical reactions at the electrode surfaces have 

limited solubility in the tissue, hence after they reach their saturation solubility, gas bubbles form. 

Hydrogen gas generated on cathode surface has very low reactivity and its main contribution to 

tumor destruction is either by increasing the local pressure or by creating cavities in the tissue 

matrix. On the other hand, on anode surface chlorine gas has higher saturation solubility inside the 

tissue and is highly chemically reactive. Molecular chlorine, reacts rapidly with water to form 

hypochlorous acid ( HClO ), hydrogen and chloride ions (reaction. ( 4)). Hypochlorous acid can also 

dissociate to hydrogen and OCl- ions (reaction. (5)). considering the equilibrium reaction constant 

of this reaction and the fact that pH near anode is always <7 .2, the dissociation of the HClO would 

be very small. Therefore, OCl- concentration would be negligible and was not considered in this 
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study [31]. Cl2 and HClO are highly toxic to organic constituents inside the tissue [32]. The 

reaction of these species with the organic compounds are divided into three subgroups of addition, 

substitution and oxidation reactions and summarized in Table 1. In substitution reaction subgroup 

dissolved Cl2 and HClO would react with the aromatic and amino compounds to form chlorinated 

compounds by replacing a hydrogen substituent [33]. On the other hand, oxidation reaction 

subgroup can either result in an increase in oxygen content or decrease in hydrogen content of the 

reactant organic compounds. Carbohydrate and carbohydrate related compounds' reactions with 

chlorine are placed in oxidation reactions' subgroup [34]. While the oxidation of inorganic 

compounds such as iron was not considered in this study [35]. In reactions (6-9) (Table 1) Org 

denotes an organic molecule while Org- ox and Org- red denote it's oxidized and reduced states, 

respectively. All chlorination due to addition and substitution reactions of Cl2 and HClO are 

lumped into reactions (6) and (7) (Table 1). Both addition and substitution reactions of Cl2 result 

in production of one hydrogen and chloride ion while reactions with HClO will not produce any 

ions. Reactions (8) and (9) (Table 1) represent the oxidation reactions of the Cl2 and HClO. It is 

assumed that the oxidation reactions would not degrade the organic compounds and only involve 

an increase in oxygen content of the non-chlorinated organic constituents 

The reaction products specifically the hydrogen and hydroxide ions produced around the 

electrodes are believed to be the main cause of tumor ablation. pH values as high as 13 and as low 

as 2 have been measured in tissue near the cathode and anode respectively. The buffer systems 

existed inside the tissue counteracts the spreading of hydroxyl and hydrogen ions. The buffer 

capacity of the tissue is approximated by the three main important buffer systems namely 

bicarbonate, proteins and organic phosphates contents [28] . The bicarbonate buffer system 

dominates in the extracellular fluid and plasma and its contribution was considered according to 
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reactions ( 1) and (2) (Table 1 ). In the anode vicinity the spreading of H+ ions are counteracted by 

their reactions with HClO while OH- ions spreading is tempered by reaction with both CO2 and 

HCO3. 

In addition to the four homogeneous chemical reactions (reaction (10-13)) for bicarbonate buffer 

system, two additional chemical reactions are introduced to account for the buffer effect of the 

proteins and organic phosphates. Prosthetic groups of proteins and organic phosphates in 

intracellular fluid and blood can react with hydrogen and hydroxide ions and significantly 

contribute to the buffer capacity of the tissue. Imidazole, amino and sulfhydryl groups can serve 

as important buffers in basic conditions while carboxyl groups become important in acidic 

conditions. Hence, organic compounds are set to undergo amphoteric reactions i.e. they react as 

an acid near cathode and a base near the anode electrode respectively. The potential reaction 

mechanisms of intracellular hydroxyl ions, reactive oxygen species, organic phosphates ( e.g. ATP) 

and proteins in the extracellular fluid with hydroxide and hydrogen ions are not very well 

understood and clear [36]. To avoid introducing such a complexity to the system and to only 

account for the buffering capacity of the organic compounds, the reactions of organic molecules 

with hydrogen and hydroxyl ions are modelled as two simplified irreversible reactions (reaction 

(14) and (15)). H-Organd OH-Org molecules are considered as immobile species containing 

one reaction site each susceptible to react with hydroxide and hydrogen ions, respectively. Also, 

these reactions are assumed to follow a second-order rate law. The water deionization reaction is 

the last homogeneous chemical reaction in the model (reaction 19). 
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Table 1. Molar stoichiometry and reaction rates for the chemical and electrochemical conversions 

included in model. 

Reaction name 

1. Oxygen evolution 

reaction 

2. Chlorine evolution 

reaction 

3. Hydrogen evolution 

reaction 

4. Hypochlorous acid 

formation 

5. Hypochlorous acid 

dissociation reaction 

6. Chlorinating reactions 

of C12(aq) 

7. Chlorinating reactions 

of HClO 

8. Oxidation reactions 

of Cl2(aq) 

9. Oxidation reactions 

of HClO(aq) 

10. Bicarbonate buffer system 

11 . Bicarbonate buffer system 

12. Bicarbonate buffer system 

13. Bicarbonate buffer system 

14. Organic buffer reaction 

Re action equation 

2H2O~O2+4H++4e-

2c1-~ Cl2+ 2e-

2Hp + 2e- ~ H2+ 2Off 

Cl2(aq) + H2O 

~HCIO+ W + c 1-

HCIO~H++oCI-

Cl2( aq) + Org 

➔ Org - Cl+ Cl- +H+ 

HClO+Org 

➔ Org - Cl+ H2O 

Cl2 (aq) + Org - red+ H2O 

➔ Org - ox + 2c 1- + 2H+ 

HClO + Org - red 

➔ Org - ox + Cl- +H+ 

Off + CO2 ~ Hc o ; 

o H- + Hco ; ~ c o ~- + H2O 

CO2( aq) ~ CO2(g) 

H+ + HCO; r=, CO2 ( aq) + H2O 

H -Org +OH- ➔ Org-+ H 2O 

Re action Rate 

. = . {exp ( --aJry J--H exp ( ---- a cF ry JJ11 101 · RT H 0 RT 

. . { Cl ( a J ry J (- a cF ry JJ 
12 = 10,2 Clo exp ~ - exp ~ 

{ ( a F ry J (- a F ry JJi3 = i0 ,3 exp ~T - exp ----Ji'r 
r c,,(aqJ = - rHCIO = - rH+ = - rcr 

( CHCIOCW Ccr)=-k C -
4,f C/1 (aq) K 

4 

NC 

rCl, ( aq ) = r 0rg =-k6,fc Cl,(aq ) CO,-g 

rHC/0 = rOrg = -kl ,fc HCIOCOrg 

rCI, ( aq ) = r Org- red = -k8,J c c,,(aq ) CO,·g- red 

rHC/0 = rOrg - red = -k9,1CHc /OCOrg - red 

r oH- = r co, =-rHc o, 

k HCO, -- C C -
- 2,f [ CO1 ( aq ) oH- CKl ) 

r oH- = r Hco, =-rcoJ-

3 =-k [ C C - -cm,- l3J HCO3 ow K3 

NC 

r = r =-rHCO3 H + CO1 ( aq ) 

_ k ( Cc o,(aq ) cH,o)-- C C -
11,f W HCO, K 

11 

rH- Org = -ksJcH- o rg c oH - +ks,1C~- 0rg c ~H -
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rOH-Org = rH+ = rcr 
15. Organic buffer reaction OH-Org+H+ ➔ Org+ +H20 

( 0 0 0 )= -ko,z cwcoH-Dlz ccr -cH.coH- Orgccr 

roH-Dlz = rH. = rcr 
16. Organic buffer reaction Org+ + c1- ➔ Org- Cl 

_ ( _ 0 0 c o )
- -ko,z cwcoH-Dlz ccr cH. coH-Org er 

OH-Org+W +Cl- rOH-Org = rH+ = rcr 
17. Organic buffer reaction 

➔ Org-Cl+H20 ( 0 0 0 )= -kOrg cH.cOH-Orgcc1- - cH.cOH-Orgccr 

18. Equilibrium reaction 
Cl2 ( aq) ~ Cl2 (g) rct,(aq) = -k/0,f(Cct,(aq) -c~t,(aq) ) 

with Cl2 (aq) 

19. Water protolysis reaction H+ +OH-~ H 0 l cH,o J
2 rH. = roH- = -k/2,f cH. cOH- - K w 
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3 Mathematical Modeling and Methods 

3.1 Geometry description and problem statement 

The modeling is focused on the tissue surrounding needle shaped electrodes when applying a 

constant continuous direct current. A schematic of geometrical dimensions and computational 

domain are illustrated in Fig. I. Parallel needle electrodes configuration has been chosen based on 

the optimization of electrode position studies that have been done in electro chemotherapy (ECT) 

field [37, 38]. The electrolyte domain, D., is bounded by inner electrode surfaces and the outer 

healthy tissue. The inner electrode surface, a.ni, represents the rectangular electrode with a 

thickness S and length L that is filleted on top to represent the needles. The outer boundary, a.no, 

represents a rectangular surface with AxB dimensions. The outer boundary is far enough from the 

electrode to assure constant concentrations. The positive and negative straight and parallel 

electrodes are separated by distance of W. 

Healthy tissue 
, b 

Outer bordary 8!l0 I Electrolyte domain fl 

I 
I 

Cathode .-\nodl' 

!:: - 1, 
~ -, 
~-=( 

+ 
< 

-
-1\'-

~ I 
'\. I 

Electrode surfaces ani 

B 

B+2Dclta 

Fig. 1 a) Two parallel electrodes inserted in the in vivo tumor [39, 40] b) 2 Dimensional schematic of 
the domains and boundary conditions. 
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The modeling work consists of two studies: The first part, partially buffered model, only considers 

the bicarbonate buffer capacity of the extracellular fluid of the tissue. The partial buffered model 

is further developed in the second part to incorporate the influence of buffer capacity of the 

proteins, organic phosphates and effect of chlorine bleaching. Comparison studies were carried 

out to investigate the effect ofdifferent buffer systems and applied current density on the pH fronts 

and electric field inside the tissue. 

Electroosmotic effects occurring during EChT, cause oedema at the cathode and dryness at the 

anode [39]. Chemical products of electrochemical reactions progressively alternate the tissue to a 

cytotoxic medium for tumor cells within the treatment field. Gas bubbles and crepitation locally 

increase the pressure inside the tissue and induce mechanical damage. The major variation is the 

extreme acidity (near anode) and alkalinity (near cathode) that persist throughout the procedure. 

The spreading ofhydrogen and hydroxide ions into the tissue are counteracted by the natural buffer 

systems existing in the tissue. In the partially buffered model, tissue is approximated as an aqueous 

solution of sodium chloride containing a bicarbonate buffer system (reaction (2) and (3), Table 1 ). 

Successively, in the buffered models the organic buffer capacity of the tissue and reaction of 

chlorine with reactive organic molecules were introduced through reactions (3) and (4) (see Table 

1 ). 

Both models are based on transport equations of ionic species in dilute solutions and on electrode 

kinetics . Inputs to the models are the total applied current, electrodes' dimensions, electrode's 

configuration and electrolyte domain size. Outputs of the models are the concentration profiles of 

various species dissolved in the tissue and electric potential field within the electrolyte domain, 

both as functions of time and space. 
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3.2 Modeling and numerical procedure 

The mathematical model includes 15 unknowns: fourteen ionic species considered in this study 

are: Na, H, Cl, OH, Cl2 , HClO, Org, HCO3 , CO2 , CO3 , Org - red, OH - Org, H -Org, Orgc and 

the potential field cp. Thus, fifteen domain equations with associated boundary conditions are 

required to model this system. 

3.3 Governing equations 

In the following, we address the equations for the computation of the concentration species and 

electrolyte potential. We assumed that the transport of the ions is solely governed by diffusion and 

migration mechanisms. The transport of ionic species is expressed via the Nemst-Planck (NP) 

equation as: 

z_ 
N; =-D;'vc; - z:I u;C;°v'~ (1)

1 
where c; is the concentration of the ionic species i , Di is the diffusion coefficient, z; the electrical 

charge and u; is the ionic mobility of species. 

The material balance for species i is given by substituting equation (1) in (3): 

oc; +V•N =R (3)ot I I 

where R; denotes the reaction rate of species from the homogeneous chemical reactions (Table 1) 

in the electrolyte. 

oc 2 Z
-' =DV c +-'u'v·(cV,h)+R (4)ot I l lzil l I '!' l 

The current density flow is given by: 

14 

j =FLz;N; (5) 
;~1 
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Poisson equation relates the electric field and charge separation for electrolytes, however, this 

equation is highly nonlinear, and solution of Nemst-Plank and Poisson equations are not trivial. 

Dimensional analysis have showed that charged separation in the electrolytes only occurs in 

nanosecond and nanometer scales (Debye length) [20]. As Debye length vanishes for all 

macroscales systems, the Poisson equations simplifies to electro neutrality condition. The 

constraint of electro neutrality can be used as a condition to determine the electric potential in the 

Nemst-Planck equations. 

14 

L Z;C; =0 (2) 
i= I 

From substitution of the Nemst-Planck expressions for N; , the laws of conservation of mass and 

charge combine automatically to satisfy conservation of current. 

3.4 Initial and boundary conditions 

Mass transport across the electrode surfaces of specie i is related to charge transfer for the same 

specie involved in the electrode reactions [23, 28]. For the other species, mass transport is non

existent at the electrode surfaces. Thus: 

(7) 

(8) 

Where j is one of the three major electrochemical reactions occurring at the electrodes placed in 

the tissue. 

The current density contributed by the oxygen, chlorine and hydrogen gas evolution reactions are 

given by: 
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(9) 

1Where Ci =cJc~ ( Pi = pJp~1 for gaseous reactants) are the reduction and oxidized forms of the 

species involved in the electrochemical reactions based on conventions used in [ 41]. c;ef have 

been chosen to be the initial concentrations except for Ch that has been chosen to be its saturation 

concentration at 1 atm. E'4 is the potential difference between the solid and liquid phases, at 
,q,J 

equilibrium conditions and relative to a reference state. 

At the outer boundary, concentration gradients are equal to zero. 

V e; ·n = 0 (10) 

By substituting the molar migration flux into Faraday's law, the potential gradient, at the outer 

boundary surface is obtained. 

(11) 

Where i101 is the total current density. 

Initially, there are no concentration gradients at the electrode surface, throughout the electrolyte 

domain and at the outer boundary surface. The concentrations are given by: 

(12) 

By solving the domain equations and boundary conditions, the initial potential profile is obtained. 
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3.5 Physicochemical properties 

The physicochemical properties such as thermodynamic ( diffusivities) and kinetic parameters ( rate 

constants) applied in this study are listed in Table 2 . All input parameters are given at a temperature 

of 37°C. Values for the diffusion coefficients at 37°C were calculated from values in water, at 

25°C, by using the following relationship [ 41] : 

D 25µ 25 = D 17µ 37 (13) 
T 25 ½ 7 

The viscosities are estimated to be µ 25 =0.890mN m-2andµ37 =0.692mN m-2 [42]. 

Org, Org - red, OH -Org, Orgc and H -Org are assumed to be immobile and therefore their 

diffusion coefficients are set to be close to zero. The ionic mobilities and the diffusion coefficients 

are related through the Nemst-Einstein equation [41]. 

(14) 

where T is the absolute temperature and R is the universal gas constant. 

The initial ionic concentrations close to the actual values found in plasma and interstitial fluid were 

used in the simulations [43]. Bicarbonate concentration (HCO3 ) in the model is set to be 0.027 M 

and Na+ to be 0.16 M. c1- initial concentration was calculated from the electro neutrality 

condition. The initial OH- ion concentration is calculated using c~w =Kw/ct+ . The initial 

concentration of oxidizable organic substances c~,z-red , are not known. However, from similarity 

of this process to pulp bleaching process and the fact that the ratio of chlorination to oxidation is 

about 1: 1, the initial concentration of c~,.g-red can be estimated [ 44]. Therefore, the initial 

concentrations of c0 ,.g and c01z-red are set to be 0.28 M [45]. 
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Table 2. Initial concentrations used in the tumor model. 

Parameters Description Value Units Source 

[ 41] 
C~l2 ( aq) Initia l Concentration of c1;(aq) 0.040 mol L- 1 

[ 41] 0 Initia l Concentration of Na+ 0.16 mo! L- 1 
CNa+ 

[ 41] 0 1X 10-74 
CH , Initial Concentration of H + mo! L-1 

c~r Initial Concentration of c1- 0.133 mo! L- 1 

C~H - Initial Concentration of OH- 1X 10---{i.l mo! L- 1 

0 
CHWj Initial Concentration of HCO~ 0.027 mo! [ 41] L- 1 

[ 41] 
c~,1 Initia l Concentration of Cl2 0 mo! L- 1 

[ 41] Initial Concentration of HClO mo! L- 1 
c~Clo 0 

[ 41] 0 
C org Initial Concentration of Org 0.28 mo! L-1 

[ 41] 0 mo! L- 1 
Corg - red Initial Concentration of Org - red 0.28 

[ 41] {) Initial Concentration of H - Org 0.05 mo! L- 1 
Cfl - Org 

0 - 1 [ 41] 
Cco

2 
Initial Concentration of CO2 1.3 x 10-3 mo! L 

0 [ 41] Initial Concentration of C0~2 4.4 x l0-5 mo! L- 1 
Ceo, 

0 
COrg- Initial Concentration of Org- 0 mo! [ 41] L- 1 

[ 41] 0 Initial Concentration of OH-Org 0.05 mo! L- 1 
C OH- Org 

Henry's law estimates the solubility of chlorine in tissue. The kinetics of Cl2 conversion to the 

gas phase is given by reaction ( 18). The rate constant k10 is given by equation ( 15) in which the 

constant a, has been set to 0.001 and ci, is the chlorine saturation solubility. This rate expression 
2 
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considered as a 'switching function' that instantly converts aqueous Cl2 to gaseous Cl2 • 

(15) 

The forward rate constants of the chlorine reaction with water (k4J) and the water deionization 

(kwJ ) are taken from the literature [ 46]. The backward rate constants are obtained from the 

following equations: 

(16) 

Where K4 and Kw are the equilibrium constants of chlorine reaction with water reaction (4)) and 

water deionization (reaction (10)). Reactions (6-9) are summation of other reactions based on the 

reaction stoichiometries, each with a specific rate constant of the order of1x109 M-1s-1 
• 

Table 3. Thermodynamic and kinetic parameters used in the model: 

Parameters Description Value Units Source 

AxB Domain Dimensions 20x30 mm -

s Thickness of each electrode 0.5 mm -

L Length of each electrode 10 mm -

w Dis tan ce between the electrodes 10 mm -

Diffusion Coefficient of H + 12.5xl0--9 m2 s-' [ 41] DH+ 

D OH- Diffusion Coefficient of OH- 7.05 X 10-9 m 2 s- ' [ 41] 

D er Diffusion Coefficient of c1- 2.72 X 10-9 m2 s-' [ 41] 

D Na+ Diffusion Coefficient of Na+ 1.78 X 10-9 m2 s-' [ 41] 
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D HC/0 Diffusion Coefficient of HClO 2.06 X 10-9 m 2 s- ' [ 41] 

9 m 2D Diffusion Coefficient of HCO:;- 1.49 X 10- s- ' [ 41] HC03 

D C12 Diffusion Coefficient of Cl2 1.98 X 10-9 m 2 s- ' [ 41] 

D co, Diffusion Coefficient of CO2 2 .71 X 10-9 m 2 s- ' [ 41] 

2 9 m 2Diffusion Coefficient of CO~ 2.46 X 10- s- ' [ 41] Dcoi' 

D O J-1-0rg Diffusion Coefficient of OH - Org 1.0 X 10- 12 m 2 s- ' [ 41] 

D Org Diffusion Coefficient of Org 1.0 X 10- 12 m 2 s- ' [ 41] 

D H- 0,g Diffusion Coefficient of H - Org 1.0 X 10- 12 m 2 s- ' [ 41] 

m 2D
0rg- Diffusion Coefficient of Org- l.0 x 10- 12 s- ' [ 41] 

D Org-r ed Diffusion Coefficient of Org - red 1.0 X 10- 12 m 2 s- ' [ 41] 

io,1 Exchange current density 1 X 10-6 A ·ill - 2 [47] 

io ,2 Exchange current density 10 A ·ill - 2 [48] 

io,3 Exchange current density 1 A ·ill - 2 [48] 

£ ref 
eq, l Equilibrium potential difference 0.77 V [ 41] 

£r 
eq 

ef 
,2 Equilibrium potential difference 1.41 V [ 41] 

Eref 
eq,3 Equilibrium potential difference -0.828 V [ 41] 

K 4 Equilibrium cons tant 6.3x l0-4 M2 [31] 

k4J Forward rate cons tan t 3.7 s-1 [31] 

k6,7,8,9,f Forward rate cons tan ts l x l01 M-1s-1 -

k,, .J Forward rate cons tan t 3 .10 x l01 M-1s-1 [23] 

k, 2.J Forward rate cons tan t l.50 x l01 M-1s-1 [23] 

K,,, Water protolysis rate cons tant 1X10-!3.6 M2 [49] 
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kw,f Forward rate cons tan t 1.5 X 1011 M-'s- ' [49] 

kw b Backward rate cons tan t 2 .7 x l0-5 s-' [49] 

3.6 Numerical Solution 

In order to solve the above equations, the finite element approach is considered using COMSOL 

Multiphysics, version 5.3a software. Concentration, electrolyte and electric potential are 

discretized using linear shape functions on each element. Free triangular elements were used to 

divide the electrolyte domain and equations were solved in cartesian coordinates. We also 

employed sufficiently dense boundary layer elements close to the electrode vicinity to resolve the 

sharp concentration gradients without oscillations as shown is Fig.2. 
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Fig. 2. (A) Geometry and defined cutlines inside the domain; (B) the domain mesh considered in this 
study (C) Boundary layer mesh near the electrodes. 

Damped Newton Raphson method with iterative restarted GMRS (generalized minimum residual) 

method was used to solve the nonlinear coupled governing equations. Algebraic multigrid (AMG) 
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preconditioner with the SOR (successive overrelaxation) presmoother and the SORU (modified 

SOR) postsmoother, and PARDISO direct solver as the coarse solver were used for fast 

convergence. Firstly, the primary and secondary current distribution initializations were solved to 

get a good initial value for the electrolyte potential. Furthermore, the computations were speeded 

up using a segregated approach i.e. electrolyte potential and external electric potential were solved 

in the first step, then with the initial values for concentration, the coefficients and parameters were 

calculated. After that the tertiary current distribution was used to solve the electrolyte potential 

and concentration of various species. The algorithm was repeated until the convergence was 

attained. 

Moreover, to ensure that the numerical calculations are accurate enough and mesh independent, 

we resolved the model with successively finer and finer meshes and compared the solution of these 

different meshes. In order to keep the computational times and accuracy reasonable, 257000 

elements were used throughout the present study. To ensure that the concentrations and relations 

are correct, the model was also tuned and compared to results of the published experimental and 

modeling studies. For post-processing purposes three cut-lines namely: anode cutline, cathode 

cutline and both electrodes cutline were introduced inside the domain. In order to visualize the 

results near anode in one-dimensional plots, anode cutline and near cathode, cathode cutline were 

used. One-dimensional plots including both electrodes use both electrodes cutline as their solution 

data set. (See Fig.2). 
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4 Results & Discussion 

4.1 Model verification and validation 

In order to increase the credibility of the model with decision makers, we have extensively verified 

and validated our models against existing numerical studies as well as experimental data. We have 

verified the accuracy ofthe equations, electrochemical reactions and homogenous reaction kinetics 

for each electrode with the previously published works. Firstly, we only created 3D models 

considering one electrode (both anode and cathode) and compared our finite elements model 

results with experimentally validated numerical finite difference simulations published by Nilsson 

et al. [23 , 28]. In order to check the accuracy of our models that include both electrode we further 

refined the models and compared them to models suggested by Marino et al.[3]. Fig3. (A) and (B) 

show the concentration values calculated by Nilsson et al along with those obtained by our models . 

Fig. 3. (C) Compares the simulated pH profiles with those obtained from gene-transfer systems 

models . The small difference between the results is because conductivity of the tissue was 

considered constant in their models but conductivity is a function of concentration distribution in 

our model. Furthermore, we validate our models by comparing the simulated and experimental pH 

profiles reported from in-vivo experiments [17, 50]. Our proposed models not only predict the 

results completely, but also the suggested reaction (reaction (15)) for organic components near the 

anode further improved the validity ofthe models. Fig3. (D) and (F) shows the improved capability 

of the models to predict experimentally measured pH profiles near the anode and cathode along 

with those obtained by [50] . 
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Fig.3. Comparison of the obtained simulation results with those reported in Ref [23] for(A) Anode 
electrode region (B) Cathode electrode region [28] and (C) both electrodes in Ref [3]. Comparison 

between simulated and experimental data when using spherical shaped electrodes and 2.5 mA current 
obtained from [51] (D) for anodic region. 

In what follows, several simulations were run in order to investigate and visualize the general 

behavior of the different variables in the system. Two case studies are presented here to exemplify 

the use ofproposed models . The first case only considers the bicarbonate buffering system capacity 

inside the tissue and second case is when the buffer capacity of the organic phosphates, proteins, 

intracellular components and the effect of chlorine bleaching near anode were taken into account. 

Hereafter, the case (1) will be referred as partially buffered and case (2) as buffered models . The 

influences of various conditions and design parameters on the dynamic behavior and 

electrochemical characteristics of the system are presented and discussed. 
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4.2 The partially buffered model 

The effects of the stimulation period and applied total current intensity on the electric potential 

and concentration profiles are investigated. Simulations have been run using 2-6 mA total current 

density at cathode. The out ofplane thicknesses in calculation were chosen to be 1.5 [mm]. Results 

are plotted based on the spatial coordinates and electrodes' placements. One-dimensional (ID) 

plots are calculated on one of the cut lines shown in Fig. 2. 

The electrical potential variation within the solution domain, with respect to time has been 

examined. In Fig. 4 (A), the electrolyte potential is presented as function of electrolysis time on 

the both electrodes cutline. Considering the equation for flux of charge species and electrolyte 

current density (Substituting Eq.1 in Eq.5), we get the relationship between the potential and 

concentration gradients for participating ionic species. 

i F n n 
V ,1, =----" zDVc with K =F"Iz- 1u-c- (17)v,, L...ii l l' L...J l ll 

K K ; i 

The first term in Eq.17 indicates that in the absence of concentration gradients, potential variation 

is due to Ohm's law, while the second term represents the potential change due to diffusion. 

Initially, the potential drop corresponds to Ohmic potential drop between electrodes. As it can be 

seen, in the region between the electrodes potential drop is linear. Decrease in potential drop in the 

outer region of the electrodes is due to expanding cross sectional area. Due to generation of H + 

ions and consumption of er ions with less mobility compare to hydrogen ions, it was expected 

that the potential drop would decrease near the anode. However, due to reduction in total ion 

concentration, the potential drop increased by time. (Fig.4 (A)). Fig.4 (B) shows the potential drop 

after 16.6 min of electrolysis for both 2 mA and 6 mA partially buffered and buffered models. The 

potential drop is higher for 6 mA due to higher Ohmic resistance and higher rates of ion 

consumption near anode. The potential drop is sharper near anode than cathode but relatively 
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constant during the electrolysis . The electrolyte conductivity is a function of concentration and 

concentration gradients which are different for partially buffered and buffered models. The 

difference in conductivities near electrodes give rise to different shape of electric potential profile 

near the electrodes. 

Fig.4 (C) shows the 2D electric potential profile and current density arrows for 4 mApartially 

buffered model after 16.6 min ofelectrolysis. The average currents density at the electrode surfaces 

is 12.83 mA.cm-2
• It should be stated that in real in vivo treatments, the reported potential drops are 

2-4 times greater than the simulated potential drops. This discrepancy is due to presence of the gas 

bubbles, which can decrease the conductivity considerably. The effect of gas bubbles on the 

electrolyte conductivity is not considered in this study. 

Multiple simulations were run using 2 - 6 mA total applied current in order to visualize the 

concentration profiles evolution. For evaluation of general characteristics of the concentration and 

pH profiles only results of the 3 mA and 6 mA partially buffered models are presented here. Fig. 

5 (A) and (B) represent the simulated concentration profiles of the sodium, chloride, hydronium, 

and bicarbonate ions after 16.6 min of electrolysis obtained from 3 mA and 6 mA partially 

buffered models on the anode cutline, respectively. Hydrogen ions generated at the anode surface 

and those stemming from chlorine gas reaction with water are transported by both migration and 

diffusion mechanisms and form an acidic zone around the anode. Chloride ion is depleted at the 

anode in chlorine gas evolution reaction. The hydronium depletion close to the anode surface is 

due to chloride ion depletion and electro neutrality condition. 

(A) (B) 
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The 4 mA partially buffered model was used. (B). Potential profile comparison for 2mA and 6mA 
partially buffered and buffered models after 16.6 min of electrolysis. (C). 2D potential and electrolyte 

current distribution after 16.6 min of electrolysis. The 4 mA partially buffered model was used. 

The spreading of hydrogen ions into the tissue is also counteracted by their reaction with 

bicarbonate ions in the tissue. Fig. 5 (C) and (D) show the concentration profiles of sodium, 

chloride, bicarbonate, carbonate and hydroxyl ions after 16.6 min of electrolysis obtained from 3 

mA and 6 mA partially buffered models on the cathode cutline. Hydroxyl ions produced in 
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hydrogen evolution reaction are transported by both means of migration and diffusion and form 

an alkaline zone near the cathode. Due to accumulation of hydroxyl ions at electrode surface, 

sodium ions are also translated to maintain the electro neutrality condition while chloride ions are 

depleted by means of migration. Behind the alkaline zone, the carbonate ions are depleted by 

migration, while both migration and diffusion causes its spreading ahead of reaction zone. It should 
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Fig. 5. Simulated concentration profiles on anode cutline after 16.6 min of electrolysis obtained 
from the (A). 3 mA total current partially buffered model (B) 6 mA total current partially buffered 
model. Simulated concentration profiles on cathode cathode obtained from (C). 3 mA total current 

partially buffered model (D) 6 mA total current partially buffered model 

be mentioned that both hydrogen and hydroxyl ions have 3-5 times higher mobility than chloride 

and sodium ions. Nonetheless, the electro neutrality condition leads to a situation that spreading 
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of these highly mobile ions are limited by the rate of transportation of sodium and chloride ions. 

Fig. 6 (A) and (B) show the obtained simulated pH profiles around the anode and cathode 

electrodes at different times of electrolysis, respectively. The expanding area from the electrode 

tips gives rise to decreasing flux of ions along the cut lines in y-coordinate, while the pH adjacent 

to the electrodes remain almost constant throughout the electrolysis. Fig.7 (A) and (B) indicate the 

migration and diffusion fluxes of hydronium and hydroxide ions around the anode and cathode 

after 16.6 min of electrolysis, respectively. Due to the existence of a maximum in hydronium ion 

concentration profile, the diffusion flux changes direction at this point, but it's not enough to 

change the total ion flux direction. Diffusion and migration fluxes are of the same order for both 

ions which indicate that migration is of importance and pure diffusion models such as the work 

done by Cvim et al. [52] can have qualitative and quantitative errors. In real world systems, 

migration and diffusion can cancel each other. Hence, real clinical assays cannot be modeled with 

only diffusion mechanism. The concentration and pH profile are in a very good qualitative 

accordance to Cury et.al [39] experimental observations. (Due to scarcity of spatial and temporal 

measurements for ions, quantitative validation was not possible). 

It should be mentioned that, electroosmotic water transport in porous tissue causes dehydration 

around the anode and oedema around the cathode. Dehydration strongly hinders the convective 

transport mechanism around the anode and have shown to have a minor impact on the transport of 

species [23, 26] . While convective transport of the bicarbonate and carbon dioxide ions near the 

cathode would increase the tissue capacity to further, tolerate the alkalization. Convection might 

also facilitate the hydroxyl ion transport away from the cathode. Nonetheless, the discrepancy 

between the results of partially buffered model and experimental values are mostly attributed to 

the underestimation of the buffer capacity of proteins and organic phosphates in the tissue. The 
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capacity of tissues' organic materials to react with both hydrogen and hydroxyl ions can have a 

great impact on the spreading the destruction zones. This assumption is mostly asserted by the 

results reported from the experimental histological examinations [ 51]. 
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4.3 The buffered model 

The partially buffered model further extended to include the tissue's organic compounds buffer 

capacity and potential chlorination reactions. Simulation have been run to investigate the role and 

impact of proteins as buffers and chlorine as destructive agent to the tumor. Moreover, yields of 

each reaction at the anode electrode are calculated. Although the organic buffer systems can play 

crucial role in limiting the spreading of destruction zones, the reaction mechanism and capacity of 

the organic compounds to react with hydrogen and hydroxide ions are not very well understood. 

Examination of healthy rat mammary tissue treated with electrochemical treatment revealed that 

tissue around both anode and cathode are affected and the histologic architecture is severely 

damaged. The lack of histologic architecture is more evident in the cathodic region comparing to 

the anodic region [ 51, 50]. It has been postulated that oedema around cathode makes the organic 

constituents of the cells more accessible and facilitates their reaction with hydroxyl ions . On the 

other hand, dehydration of the anode makes the buffer capacity of the organic constituents of less 

importance near the anode. Nevertheless, dehydration can play a prominent role in assisting tumor 

destruction. Hence, the effects ofbuffer capacity of intracellular components and dehydration near 

anode is implicitly lumped into simple reaction Eq. ( 17) in Table 1. This assumption is only valid 

for low currents densities (< 100 mA/cm/\2) and might be argued for general cases [39]. There are 

different opinions on the role electroosmotic flow of water from anode to cathode and its effects 

on EChT efficiency. The electroosmotic flow of water and the effect ofheterogeneousity of tissue 

will be investigated in a following paper. 
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the (A). 3 mA total current buffered model (B) 6 mA total current buffered model. Simulated 

concentration profiles on cathode cathode obtained from (C). 3 mA total current buffered model (D) 6 
mA total current buffered model 

In a similar manner to partially buffered model section, Fig. 8 (A) and (B) represent the simulated 

concentration profiles of the sodium, chloride, hydronium, bicarbonate and reactive organic 

components after 16.6 min of electrolysis obtained from 3 mA and 6 mA buffered models on the 

anode cutline, respectively. The spreading of hydrogen ions in these models are further hindered 

by their reaction with reactive organic sites ( OHOrg ). Chloride depletion near the anode results in 

chlorine and hypochlorous acid production, which will react with reactive organic sites ( Org and 

Org - red) successively. Chloride and sodium ions transportation around the anode are very 

similar to partially buffered models. All the concentration profiles are closely intertwined by 
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,

electro neutrality condition. Fig. 8. (C) and (D) indicate the simulated concentration profiles of 

sodium, chloride, bicarbonate, carbonate, hydroxyl ions and reactive organic components after 

16.6 min of electrolysis obtained from 3 mA and 6 mA buffered models on the cathode cutline, 

respectively. Spreading ofhydroxyl ions are also counteracted in a similar way with their reactions 

with susceptible organic sites ( HOrg ). The production of Org- ions affects the concentration of all 

other charged species through electro neutrality as can be seen from the sharp changes in the 

concentration profiles of sodium and chloride ions. 
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Fig.9. Comparison of simulated pH profiles obtained from the 6 mA total current partially buffered 
model and buffered model (A) on anode cutline (B) on cathode cutline 

Fig. 9 (A) and (B) shows the simulated pH profiles around the anode and cathode electrodes after 

500 and 1000 sec of electrolysis obtained from 6 mA partially buffered and buffered models, 

respectively. As it can be seen, the extension of both acidic and alkaline zones are hampered by 

organic buffer capacity of the tissue. Despite of using same reaction mechanisms and reaction 

kinetics, the spreading of hydroxyl ions near cathode were impeded more considerably than 

hydrogen ions near anode, which are in consistence with experimental observations [39, 51]. The 

pH profiles become steeper near both electrodes in compare to the pH profiles obtained from the 

partially buffered models . 
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From the few relatively quantitative experiments on the liver of the dogs, it can be implied that 

bicarbonate system buffers about 40% of the infused strong acid or basic agents while the rest is 

neutralized by the intracellular proteins, organic phosphates and hemoglobin [53]. In physiological 

conditions, the reaction time scales between these two buffer systems are very different. The blood 

bicarbonate buffer system is effective within seconds and minutes while hours should be elapsed 

in order to organic compounds to be utilized. Due to non-physiological conditions and lack of 

strong histologic architectures of tissue during EChT, an accurate comparison and inference is not 

possible. Due to scarcity of experimental data on the impact of organic buffer system, the buffered 

models were run using different initial concentration of the organic compounds. Fig. 10 (A) and 

(B) shows the pH profiles as a function of initial concentration of HOrg and OHOrg near the anode 

and cathode, respectively. Total current of 6 mA was used for all the simulations and results are 

plotted after 1000 sec of electrolysis. As it can be seen, by increasing the initial concentration both 

predicted acidic and alkaline zones receded but the pH values within these zones are not affected 

notably. Fig. 10 (C) and (D) represent the effect of the total applied current on the spreading of the 

destruction zones, respectively. As expected, by increasing the current density at the electrodes, 

the rate of hydrogen and hydroxide production increases. The steeper predicted pH profiles could 

be attributed to the irreversible nature of the reactions and their fast kinetics 

Eqs. (14) and (15) in Table 1. 
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Fig. I 0. Simulated pH profiles obtained from the (A) cathode cutline (B) anode cutline as a function of 
HOrg and OHOrg concentrations. Simulated pH profiles obtained from the (C) anode cutline (D) 

cathode cutline as a function of various total currents. 

The role of chlorine bleaching as one of the major underlying destruction mechanism of EChT has 

always been the center of debate. It has been both proposed that chlorine due to its oxidative 

properties is the major destruction mechanism around the anode and that chlorine does not play 

any roles in tumor ablation and it is the hydrogen spreading that determines the final lesion size. 

To further examine the role of chlorine, we run simulations to investigate the role of chlorine 

oxidative properties and its reactions with susceptible organic sites. 
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Fig.11 . Simulated yields of (A) Cl for various total currents (B) H+for various total currents. 
(C) & (D) Simulated concentration profiles of Ch, HClO, Organic components. 

Fig. 11 (A) shows the simulated concentration profiles of chlorine, hypochlorous acid, organic ( 

Org) and oxidation susceptible organic sites ( Org - red) concentration using 2-4-6 mA buffered 

model after 15 min of electrolysis. As we go to higher current densities, the chlorine concentration 

profile reaches a maximum level, which is its saturation concentration in the electrolyte. 

Hypochlorous acid is generated because of chlorine reaction with water and diffuses away from 

the anode. Both the chlorine and hypochlorous acid react with reactive organic components which 

results in their oxidation and necrosis. As it can be seen, the concentration profiles of chlorine, 

hypochlorous acid and organic components are steep, all are met in a narrow region, which implies 
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that chlorine, and hypochlorous acid reactions with reactive organic sites are diffusion limited. 

Fig.11 (B) shows the acidic and chlorinated fronts using 2-4-6 mA buffered models . In all current 

ranges, the acidification zone size dominates the chlorinated zone but this does not necessarily 

mean that only hydrogen ions are responsible for tumor destruction. It has been reported that pH 

values as low as 2-3 and as high as 12-13 are necessary to induce tissue necrosis and also the 

exposure time to a certain pH plays a vital role in the cell destruction. Hence, the secondary 

reactions of chlorine play an important role as hydrogen ions. Fig.11 (C) shows the normalized 

part of the chlorine generation that has been released to the gas phase to the total chlorine 

generation. As it can be seen, in the lower currents only small portion of the gas is released to the 

gas phase, which also implies that if we decrease the total current further, the rate of chlorine 

production would not be enough to saturate the tissue. Fig. 11 (D) shows the normalized part of 

the hydrogen ion contribution originating from the chlorine reactions to the total production of 

hydrogen ions. As it can be seen, in lower current densities, it is mostly chlorine reactions that 

contribute to acidification of the tissue surrounding the anode. By increasing the current, the 

contribution of chlorine reactions was considerably decreased. The main reason for this is the fact 

that by increasing the current due to chloride ion depletion around the anode, contribution of 

chlorine evolution reaction to total current density at anode decreases. Except for very low 

currents, it can also be seen that contribution of hydrogen ions originating from the chlorine 

reactions are less than the ones originating from oxygen evolution reaction. Oxygen evolution 

reactions produces one hydrogen ion per each electron transfer. While, chlorination reaction 

Eq. ( 6) in Table 1 generates only half a hydrogen ion per each electron transferred. Secondary 

oxidation reactions Eq. (8) in Table 1 will give rise to one hydrogen ion generation and 
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hydrochlorous acid reaction alone will produce one hydrogen ion per transferred electron in the 

chlorine evolution reaction. 

Fig. 12 (A) and (B) represent predicted space-time evolution of pH corresponding to EChT using 

6 mA partially buffered and 6 mA buffered models, respectively. The figure clearly shows how 

pH evolves to acidic and alkali extreme levels by applying electric currents. The pH = 2.1 and pH 

= 12.1 trajectories separates the non-physiological regions from the physiological ones. Besides, 

electric potential and current density tend to zero and pH values reach their physiological values 

near the boundaries explains the minimal destruction effects to the healthy tissue. The total lesion 

area can also be predicted from the counter plots in the same figures . 

Table 4. Experimental lesion radii, simulated radii of chlorinated and lesion zones and simulated 

pH values at the radius corresponding to the border of the mean lesion radii. Buffered models were 

used for calculating lesion radius corresponding to pH <2 for anode. 

Treatment Anode Cathode 

condition 

Experimental Simulated Simulated Simulated Experimental Simulated Simulated 

lesion radius lesion radius of pH at lesion radius lesion pH at 

I mm radius the lesion I mm radius lesion 

I mm chlorinated border I mm border 

zone / mm 

2.5 mA 3.5 3.4 1.4 2.1 3.8 3.9 11.8 

To the best of our knowledge, the experimental results provided by Euler et al. [51] are the only 

data set available that provides detailed spatial temporal measurements of the chlorinated and 

lesion sizes for spherical shaped electrodes. Therefore, the geometry of the buffered model with 

adjusted dosage plan were refined in 2D and the obtained simulated pH profiles were compared 
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directly to measured lesion sizes provided in Table 4. As shown in table, the simulated pH values 

near the anode and cathode correlate well to the measured values of 1.5-2.3 near anode and 11 .5-

12.3 near cathode, respectively. As can be seen, the lesion size correlates to the simulated 

hydrogenated region and shows that it is the spreading the hydrogen ions that determines the size 

of the lesion near the anode. It should also be mentioned that the predicted the boundary between 

the chlorinated and hydrogenated region is much sharper than the greyish zone border in 

experiments. We think that, the approximation of all reactions with a simple reaction of a constant 

rate, rather than including different reactions with varying rate constant (not well-known) can 

explain such a discrepancy. 

The ability of models to predict the experimental data and the pH at the front of the destruction 

zone confirms that the main destruction mechanisms ofEChT are the acidification and alkalization 

around the electrodes. The unaffected part of the tumor has experimentally shown that can lead to 

tumor re-growth. Such incidents can be potentially prevented by numerical visualization of the 

process and using multiple needles to cover the entire cancerous tumor. For example, by using the 

condition that certain pH levels or exposure time to a specific pH can induce cell necrosis, 

practitioner in order to predict lesion sizes and optimize the operating parameters can use models. 

Although this study is the first modeling framework that includes both electrodes, all buffer 

systems inside tissue and chlorine bleaching effect, the underlying weakness is using a 2D 

numerical code with lack of more realistic tissue conditions. It should be mention that the models 

can be easily extended to 3D and more realistic geometries. Nevertheless, the 2D models were 

used due to following reasons: (1) 2D models are more feasible and take much less time to 

investigate the effect of different parameters; (2) 3D spatial distribution of the electric field and 

concentration profiles are very similar to 2D models [54, 55]. 
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5 Conclusion 

The proposed mathematical models main merit is to integrate the influence of spatial configuration 

of the anode and cathode electrodes as well as the buffer capacity of the proteins, organics 

phosphates and the effect of chlorine bleaching inside the tissue in a two dimensional geometry. 

The information produced from these models are equal to an excessive handling of in vivo assays, 

costly experiments and notable amount of time. The models are able to reflect the time dependent 

observed variations of the pH fronts, different ion concentrations and electrolyte current density 

over the solution domain. In addition, results showed that the size of the lesions produced during 

EChT are closely correlated to the pH fronts due to spread of hydrogen and hydroxyl ions. The 

model should be further extended to account for the electroosmotic and vasculature convection 

flows and dual porosity nature inside the tissue (which will be introduced in a following paper). 

Finally, the modeling framework presented here can be directly extended to three dimensional 

electrode configuration and other closely related bio-electrochemical systems such as gene electro

transfer and saline infused RF A . The numerical visualization and prediction of the most important 

electrochemical processes during EChT provides the possibility of better therapeutic plans before 

the treatments be conducted. We believe that the progress made in this study will open up new 

doors to more reliable modeling research in EChT that will enhance the development of more 

accurate treatments and facilitate the acceptance of this technology. 
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